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Abstract In this article we present Curras, the first morphologically annotated
corpus of the Palestinian Arabic dialect. Palestinian Arabic is one of the many
primarily spoken dialects of the Arabic language. Arabic dialects are generally
under-resourced compared to Modern Standard Arabic, the primarily written and
official form of Arabic. We start in the article with a background description that
situates Palestinian Arabic linguistically and historically and compares it to Modern
Standard Arabic and Egyptian Arabic in terms of phonological, morphological,
orthographic, and lexical variations. We then describe the methodology we developed to collect Palestinian Arabic text to guarantee a variety of representative
domains and genres. We also discuss the annotation process we used, which
extended previous efforts for annotation guideline development, and utilized
existing automatic annotation solutions for Standard Arabic and Egyptian Arabic.
The annotation guidelines and annotation meta-data are described in detail. The
Curras Palestinian Arabic corpus consists of more than 56 K tokens, which are
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annotated with rich morphological and lexical features. The inter-annotator agreement results indicate a high degree of consistency.
Keywords Palestinian Arabic · Palestinian corpus · Arabic morphology ·
Conventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic · Dialectal Arabic ·
Word annotation

1 Introduction
Arabic is the official language of 23 countries, and is spoken by more than 300
million people as a first and second language. Arabic has multiple forms: Classical
Arabic (CA), Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), and Dialectal Arabic (DA). CA is
traced back to the Arabic of sixth and seventh century (pre-Islamic poetry and the
Qur’an) and extending beyond the fifteenth century which witnessed the eclipse of
Arab political power (Holes 2004). MSA generally describes the modern form of
Arabic used for formal communication including news, media, education, and
literature. DA, by contrast, is the informal day-to-day communication form of
Arabic. Dialects can vary by way of life (urban, rural, or Bedouin), region, religion,
social class, education, gender, and other factors. DAs are often divided regionally
into five categories: (1) Levantine which is the dialect used in Levantine countries
(Palestine, Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon), (2) Egyptian dialect which is the dialect
spoken in Egypt and Sudan, (3) Maghrebi which is the dialect spoken in western
Arab countries (Tunisia, Algeria, Libya, and Morocco), (4) Iraqi which is used in
Iraq, and (5) Gulf which is used in the Arabic Gulf region. Although DA and MSA
have large overlaps, differences can be observed in terms of their morphology,
phonology, and lexicon. DA has no standard orthography, and there are numerous
common words used in each specific region that are not part of MSA. Moreover,
there are differences between DAs themselves. For example, the MSA ﺳﻴﻜﺘﺐ
sayaktubu1 ‘he will write’ is  ﻫﻴﻜﺘﺐhayiktib in Egyptian,  ﻏﻴﻜﺘﺐγayiktib in Moroccan,
 ﺣﻴﻜﺘﺐHayuktub in Levantine, and  ﺭﺡﻳﻜﺘﺐraH yiktib in Iraqi. Furthermore, within
each DA, there are a number of sub-dialects.
While dialects are primarily the form of Arabic used in informal spoken genres
(conversations, meetings, interviews, etc.), DA written content has been rapidly
increasing over the internet in the past few years, especially through social media
portals, as in Facebook, Twitter, weblogs, and others. Unlike in the past, where
1

Arabic orthographic transliterations are provided in the Habash-Soudi-Buckwalter (HSB)
scheme (Habash et al. 2007), except where indicated. HSB extends Buckwalter’s transliteration
scheme (Buckwalter 2004) to increase its readability while maintaining the 1-to-1 correspondence with
Arabic orthography as represented in standard encodings of Arabic, i.e., Unicode, etc. The following are
the only differences from Buckwalter’s scheme (indicated in parentheses): Ā )|( ﺁ, Â )[( ﺃ, ŵ )&( ﺅ, Ǎ ﺇ
(\), ŷ )}( ﺉ, ħ ( ﺓp), θ ( ﺙv), ð )*(ﺫ, š ( ﺵ$), Ď ( ﻅZ), ς (ﻉE), γ (ﻍg), ý ( ﻯY), ã ً( ـF), ũ ٌ( ـN), ı̃ ٍ( ـK).
Orthographic transliterations are presented in italics. For phonological transcriptions, we follow the
common practice of using ‘/…/’ to represent phonological sequences and we use HSB choices with some
extensions instead of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) to minimize the number of
representations used, as was done by (Habash 2010). Arabic is written from right to left and with
optional diacritics that are mostly used to mark vowels. Examples are vowelized as needed.
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Arabic content was only written in MSA, the new DA web content is massively
increasing, and the need to consume it is receiving more attention nowadays. For
example, translating DA content automatically is becoming particularly important
in social media platforms (Salloum and Habash 2013; Zbib et al. 2012), and so is
applying sentiment analysis to DA customer reviews (of hotels, products, etc.)
(Abdul-Mageed et al. 2012; Abdul-Mageed and Diab 2014). Although there are
many tools and resources available for processing MSA text, these tools perform
poorly on DA. For example, the MSA-mode of the morphological analyzer
MAGEAD has been reported to have only 60 % coverage of Levantine Arabic verb
forms (Habash and Rambow 2006); similar results have been shown for Egyptian
Arabic (Habash et al. 2012b, 2013, Salloum and Habash 2014). Moreover, the use of
a slightly modified version of an MSA morphological analyzer failed to produce
results that can facilitate the annotation of Levantine Arabic texts during the
development of the pilot Levantine Arabic Treebank (Maamouri et al. 2006). Thus,
there is a need to develop NLP tools that directly address dialects, or a mix of DA
and MSA text. An essential stage before developing NLP tools is building a corpus
for a certain dialect. This motivates the importance of developing DA resources and
tools.
Research on processing dialectal content can take several directions, including
the development of morphological analysis techniques and tools, such as the
development of the CALIMA morphological analyzer (Habash et al. 2012b), and
the MADAMIRA tool for morphological analysis and disambiguation (Pasha et al.
2014), as well as machine translation of DA content (Zbib et al. 2012; Salloum and
Habash 2013). The importance of building DA corpora started to emerge recently
(Al-Sabbagh and Girju 2012; Bouamor et al. 2014; Meftouh et al. 2015; Khalifa
et al. 2016). More attention is also given to the problem of developing a common
DA orthography (Habash et al. 2012a).
Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as the following:
●

●

●

●

We collected the first balanced corpus of the Palestinian Arabic dialect (PAL),
which we name Curras ‘notebook’.
We extended the Conventional Orthography for DA (CODA) guidelines (Habash
et al. 2012a), to include the specifics of PAL. Three types of extensions were
made: (1) phonology-orthography, (2) morphology, and (3) list of exceptional
words to cover unique PAL words.
We manually annotated Curras with rich morphological and lexical attributes
such as part-of-speech (POS), stem, prefix, suffix, lemma, and gloss.
We evaluated the annotation using inter-annotator agreement and showed that our
annotations are highly consistent.

Our corpus, raw text, annotations, experiment data and the gold reference, and
the annotation guidelines are fully available online of searching and downloading.2
It is worth noting that our preliminary findings were presented in (Jarrar et al.
2014), which has been significantly revised and extended. In this article we present

2

Curras Portal http://portal.sina.birzeit.edu/curras.
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the completely annotated corpus for PAL. Moreover, we present quantitative and
qualitative evaluation of our annotations, and detail the PAL CODA guidelines.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces PAL and
compares it with MSA; followed by literature review in Sect. 3. Then we present
PAL text collection for the corpus in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we describe the
methodology used for annotating the corpus. We present our extension of CODA
guidelines for PAL in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, we discuss several cases related to the
annotation process. In Sect. 8, we present the evaluation of the annotations’
accuracy and the inter-annotator agreement. Finally, in Sect. 9 we conclude our
work, and discuss future work.

2 Palestinian Arabic
PAL is the dialect spoken by Arabic speakers who live in or originate from the area
of Historical Palestine. PAL is part of the South Levantine Arabic dialect subgroup
(of which Jordanian Arabic is another dialect). PAL is historically the result of
interaction between Syriac and Arabic and has been influenced by many other
regional languages such as Turkish, Persian, English and Hebrew to some extent.
The Palestinian refugee problem has led to additional mixing among different PAL
sub-dialects as well as borrowing from other Arabic dialects. We discuss next some
of the important distinguishing features of PAL in comparison to MSA as well as
other Arabic dialects. We consider the following dimensions: phonology,
morphology, and lexicon.
2.1 Phonology
PAL consists of several sub-dialects that generally vary in terms of phonology and
lexicon preferences. Commonly identified sub-dialects include urban, rural,
Bedouin, and Druze. Urban itself varies phonologically among the major cities
such as Jerusalem, Jaffa, Haifa, Gaza, Nazareth, Nablus and Hebron. The Druze
community has also some distinctive phonological features that set it apart. The
variations are a miniature version of the variations in Levantine Arabic in general.
One of the most salient variation is the pronunciation of the MSA /q/ phoneme
(corresponding the letter  ﻕq), which is pronounced as /’/ in most urban dialects, /k/
in rural dialects, and /g/ in Bedouin dialects. The Druze dialect retains the /q/
pronunciation. Another example is the MSA /k/ phoneme (corresponding to the
letter  ﻙk), which is pronounced as /tš/ in rural dialects.
Similar to many other dialects, e.g., Egyptian, Tunisian and Algerian (Habash
et al. 2012a; Zribi et al. 2014; Saadane and Habash 2015), the glottal stop phoneme
that appears in many MSA words has disappeared in PAL: compare MSA  ﺭﺃﺱrÂs /
ra’s/ ‘head’ and ﺌﺮ
ﺑbŷr /bi’r/ ‘well’ with their Palestinian urban versions: /rās/ and /
bı̄r/. Also, the MSA diphthongs /ay/ and /aw/ generally become /ē/ and /ō/. This
transformation happens in Egyptian Arabic (henceforth, EGY) but not in other
Levantine dialects such as Lebanese, e.g., MSA ﺑﻴﺖbyt /bayt/ ‘house’ becomes PAL
/bēt/.
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PAL also elides many short vowels that appear in the MSA cognates leading to
heavier syllabic structure, e.g., MSA  ﺟﺒﺎﻝjbAl /jibāl/ ‘mountains’ (and EGY /gibāl/ )
becomes PAL /jbāl/. Additionally, long vowels in unstressed positions in some PAL
sub-dialects shorten, a phenomenon shared with EGY but not MSA: e.g., compare /
zāru/ ( ﺯﺍﺭﻭﺍzAr+wA) ‘they visited’ with /zarū/ ( ﺯﺍﺭﻭﻩzAr+w+h) ‘they visited him’.
Finally, PAL has commonly inserted epenthetic vowels (Herzallah 1990), which are
optional in some cases leading to multiple pronunciations of the same word, e.g., /
kalb/ and /kalib/ ( ﻛﻠﺐklb ‘dog’). This multiplicity is not shared with MSA, which
has a simpler syllabic structure and more limited epenthesis than PAL.
2.2 Morphology
PAL, like MSA and its dialects, and other Semitic languages, makes extensive use
of templatic morphology in addition to a large set of affixations and clitics.
However, there are some important differences between MSA and PAL in terms of
morphology. First, like many other dialects, PAL lost nominal case and verbal
mood, which remain in MSA. Additionally, PAL in most of its sub-dialects
collapses the feminine and masculine plurals and duals in verbs and most nouns.
Some specific inflections are ambiguous in PAL but not MSA, e.g.,  ﺣﺒﻴﺖHbyt /
Habbēt/ ‘I (or you [m.s.]) loved’.
Second, some specific morphemes are different in PAL from their MSA forms, e.
g., the future marker is /sa/ in MSA but /Ha/ or /raH/ in PAL. Another prominent
example is the feminine singular suffix morpheme (Ta Marbuta), which is
pronounced in MSA as /at/ except at utterance final positions (where it is /a/ ). In
some PAL urban sub dialects, it has multiple allomorphs that are phonologically and
syntactically conditioned: /a/ (after non-front and emphatic consonants), /e/ (after
front non-emphatic consonants), /it/ (nouns in construct state such as before
possessive pronouns) and /ā/ (in deverbals before direct objects): e.g. ﺑﻄﺔbTħ /baTT
+a/ ‘duck’,  ﺣﺒﺔHbħ /Habb+e/ ‘pill’, ﺑﻄﺘﻨﺎbTtnA /baTT+it+na/ ‘our duck’ and ﻣﺪﺭﺳﺎﻫﻢ
mdrsAhm /mdars+ā+hum/ ‘she taught them’.
Third, PAL has many clitics that do not exist in MSA, e.g., the progressive
particle /b+/ (as in /b+tuktub/ ‘she writes’), the demonstrative particle /ha+/ (as in /
ha+l+bēt/ ‘this house’), the negation cirmcumclitic /ma+ +š/ (as in /ma+katab+š/ ‘he
did not write’) and the indirect object clitic (as in /ma+katab+l+ō+š/ ‘he did not
write to him’). All of these examples except for the demonstrative particle are used
in EGY.
2.3 Lexicon
The PAL lexicon is primarily Arabic with numerous borrowings from many
different languages. MSA cognates generally appear with some minor phonological
changes as discussed above; a few cases include more complex changes, e.g., /biddi/
‘I want’ is from MSA ﺑﻮﺩﻱbwdy /bi+widd+i/ ‘in my desire’; or /illi/ ‘relative
pronoun which /who/ that’ which corresponds to a set of MSA forms that inflect for
gender and number ( ﺍﻟﺬﻱAlðy,  ﺍﻟﺘﻲAlty, etc.). Some common PAL words are
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portmanteaus of MSA words, e.g., /lēš/ ‘why?’ corresponds to MSA ﻷﻱ ﺷﻲءlÂy šy’ /
li+’ayy+i šay’/ ‘for what thing?’. Examples of common words that are borrowed
from other languages include the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

 ﺭﻭﺯﻧﺎﻣﻪrwznAmh /roznama/ ‘calendar’ (Persian)
 ﻛﻨﺪﺭﺓkndrħ /kundara/ ‘shoe’ (Turkish)
ﺑﻨﺪﻭﺭﺓbndwrħ /banadora/ ‘tomato’ (Italian)
ﺑﺮﻳﻚbryk /brēk/ ‘brake (car)’ (English)
ﺗﻠﻴﻔﻴﺰﻳﻮﻥtlyfyzywn /talifizyon/ ‘television’ (French)
 ﻣﺤﺴﻮﻡmHswm /maHsūm/ ‘checkpoint’ (Hebrew)

We further discuss PAL specifics, PAL guidelines, and provide examples on the
usage of these guidelines in Sect. 6.

3 Literature review
This section reviews some of the related work in the field of Arabic and Arabic
dialect processing. We first discuss the work related to MSA and then the work
related to DA. In each of these subsections, we discuss monolingual corpora,
parallel corpora, annotated corpora, and morphological processing tools. In
discussing morphological processing, we distinguish between morphological
analysis (out-of-context) and morphological disambiguation (in-context; akin to
morphological tagging). In a final subsection, we discuss the issue of DA
orthography. For surveys on resources for automatic processing of Arabic and its
dialects, see (Al-Sughaiyer and Al-Kharashi 2004; Habash 2010; Shoufan and AlAmeri 2015).
3.1 Resources for MSA
Monolingual and parallel corpora Important monolingual text collections of MSA
include the Corpus of Contemporary Arabic (Al-Sulaiti and Atwell 2006), the
International Corpus of Arabic (ICA) (Alansary et al. 2007), and the very large
Arabic Gigaword corpus (Parker et al. 2011). There are also many parallel resources
for MSA with other languages, including the United Nations corpus (Arabic,
Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish) (Rafalovitch and Dale 2009), and
parallel Arabic-English corpora generated under large DARPA programs such as
GALE and BOLT (Olive et al. 2011).
Morphological analysis and disambiguation tools There has been a considerable
amount of work done on developing morphological analyzers for MSA. One of the
most commonly used MSA analyzers is the Standard Arabic Morphological
Analyzer (SAMA) (Graff et al. 2009), which is based on, and updates the
Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer (BAMA). Other contributions are
presented in (Beesley 1996; Al-Sughaiyer and Al-Kharashi 2004; Buckwalter 2004;
Attia 2006; Smrž 2007). In terms of morphological disambiguation of the most
commonly used tools include MADA+TOKAN (Habash and Rambow 2005;
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Habash et al. 2009); AMIRA (Diab et al. 2007) and the most recent system that
combines these two efforts, MADAMIRA (Pasha et al. 2014).
Annotated corpora One of the most important and widely used annotated MSA
resources is the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) (Maamouri et al. 2004), which was
developed at the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). This treebank consists of
morphologically and syntactically annotated data (mostly newswire). The PATB
syntactic representation is phrase structure with morphological tags from BAMA
(Buckwalter 2004). Smrž and Hajic (2006) developed the Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank (PADT), which used multi-level linguistic annotations based on the
Functional Generative Description theory. Habash and Roth (2009) built the
Columbia Arabic Treebank (CATiB) with an approach emphasizing faster
production with less linguistic information. CATiB depended on two basic ideas
to speed the production process which are: (1) avoid the annotation of redundant
linguistic information, e.g., nominal case markers, and (2) the use of a linguistic
representation and terminology inspired by Arabic’s long tradition of syntactic
studies.
3.2 Resources for DA
Monolingual corpora One of the earliest efforts on DA corpus creation is the
CALLHOME Egyptian Arabic (CHE) (Gadalla et al. 1997), which consisted of
transcripts of EGY phone conversations. The COLABA project (Diab et al. 2010)
collected DA resources (mainly for Egyptian and Levantine) from harvesting online
weblogs. Resource creation for COLABA was semi-automatic where DA queries
are used to harvest DA data. This is not the case in PAL corpus where we manually
collected resources to accomplish high degree of coverage and annotation accuracy.
Zaidan and Callison-Burch (2011) crawled three Arabic Newspaper websites and
extracted readers commentary and built the Arabic Online Commentary dataset. Yet
Another Dialectal Arabic Corpus (YADAC) (Al-Sabbagh and Girju 2012) presented
a multi-genre DA corpus with focus on Egyptian Arabic. YADAC is based on
dialectal content identification and web harvesting of blogs, micro blogs, and
forums of Egyptian content. Most recently, Khalifa et al. (2016) presented a largescale corpus for Gulf Arabic containing over 100 million words.
Parallel corpora There are no naturally occurring parallel corpora for DAs. To
manage the lack of parallel resources for DA, some researchers have investigated
the approach of bridging via MSA: Salloum and Habash (2013) translated DA to
MSA as a pivot to translate to English. Similar work was done by Sajjad et al.
(2013) and by Sawaf (2010). Other researchers developed different approaches for
machine translation from DA to English: Zbib et al. (2012) described a crowdresource approach to translate from Levantine and Egyptian into English and
created two bilingual corpora. Bouamor et al. (2014) and Meftouh et al. (2015)
independently developed multi-dialectal parallel corpora. Other parallel resources
included the work of Al-Sabbagh and Girju (2010), who created a DA-to-MSA
lexicon by mining the web; and Tharwa (Diab et al. 2014), a large-scale three-way
DA-MSA-English Lexicon, containing over 73,000 Egyptian Arabic entries.
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Morphological analysis and disambiguation tools Contributions towards DA
morphology analysis are relatively scarce and recent. Some contributions are based
on extending existing MSA tools to DA (Bakr et al. 2008; Salloum and Habash
2011, 2014). However, extending and applying MSA morphological analyzers to
DA is complex and does not provide a complete solution (Maamouri et al. 2006), as
there are variations between MSA and DA. A supervised algorithm for online
morpheme segmentation on DA was developed by Riesa and Yarowsky (2006) for
DA-to-English machine translation. Another approach, is developing analyzers for
DA directly without depending on MSA tools. For example, MAGEAD (Habash
and Rambow 2006) is the first morphological analyzer and generator for an Arabic
dialect that includes a root-and-pattern analysis. Another recent notable morphological analyzer is CALIMA (Habash et al. 2012b) which is the Columbia Arabic
Language and dIalect Morphological Analyzer for Egyptian Arabic. CALIMA was
built by extending the Egyptian Colloquial Arabic Lexicon (ECAL) (Kilany et al.
2002) to provides a linguistically accurate, large-scale morphological analyzer that
follows the POS guidelines used in the LDC’s Arabic treebanks. CALIMA and
SAMA analyzers are used in MADA-ARZ (Habash et al. 2013), a Morphological
Analysis and Disambiguation of Egyptian Arabic (ARZ). A successor of MADAARZ is MADAMIRA (Pasha et al. 2014) which provides support for both MSA and
Egyptian Arabic.
Annotated corpora In the context of developing treebanks for DA, a pilot
Levantine Arabic Treebank (LATB) of Jordanian Arabic was built by Maamouri
et al. (2006) at the LDC. The LATB contains morphological and syntactic
annotations of about 26,000 words of Levantine Arabic conversational telephone
speech. The LATB annotation guidelines were based on the MSA PATB with
extensions. The approach for creating the LATB corpus is different from our
approach for creating the Curras PAL corpus in two ways: (1) the LATB corpus
consists of conversational telephone speech transcripts, which eliminated the
orthographic variations issue present in our corpus since we collected PAL texts
from written resources, and (2) at the time of the development of the LATB corpus,
there were no robust morphological analyzers for any dialect, which is not the case
for our corpus where we are able to exploit existing tools to facilitate the annotation
process. The Egyptian Arabic Treebank (Maamouri et al. 2014) was developed by
collecting informal content, e.g., discussion form texts. The development of this
Treebank was in parallel with the development of a morphological analyzer for
Egyptian Arabic, CALIMA (Habash et al. 2012b), where there was feedback loop
and synchronization between them. The annotation process of the Egyptian Arabic
Treebank depended on early versions of CALIMA analyzer which had many holes,
and annotators were allowed to manually annotate words, so such entries were prone
to errors. In PAL corpus we take advantage of MADAMIRA (Pasha et al. 2014)
disambiguation tool, which includes CALIMA, and the DIWAN annotation
interface (Al-Shargi and Rambow 2015) to minimize errors resulting from manual
annotations.
Overall, the reviewed literature shows that many contributions have been made to
MSA, less towards DAs, and fewer still targeted Levantine Arabic.
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3.3 Conventional orthography for DA
DA lacks the existence of standard orthography guidelines, while MSA has an
established orthographic standard. Arabic speakers writing in DA are often
inconsistent with each other, and even with themselves. They may write words in a
way that reflects the words’ phonology or the MSA cognate the DA words are
related to. The phonological variations among dialects themselves lead to even
greater orthographic variations in written DA content. In addition, the so-called
Arabizi spelling, which is writing DA in Roman script rather than Arabic script
(Darwish 2013), poses more challenges to the process of collecting and processing
DA text. These DA orthographic variations pose many challenges for tools and
computational models to process DA words (Habash et al. 2012a). Hence, consistent
and coherent conventional orthography guidelines are required to overcome this
issue. A Conventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic (CODA) (Habash et al.
2012a) was proposed as a solution to this problem. CODA is designed to develop
conventional computational models of Arabic dialects in general. CODA guidelines
and principles are created with a main goal of making CODA as a common
conventional orthography that can be used for all Arabic dialects. CODA guidelines
were developed for EGY (Habash et al. 2012a), and there are ongoing extensions to
other dialects, e.g., Tunisian and Algerian (Zribi et al. 2014; Saadane and Habash
2015). In Sect. 6 we discuss the specifics of PAL and its CODA guideline
extensions. A system called CODAFY (Eskander et al. 2013) was proposed as a
general orthographic preprocessor that automatically converts spontaneous orthography of written EGY into CODA orthography. The CALIMA analyzer (Habash
et al. 2012b) and MADAMIRA disambiguation tool (Pasha et al. 2014) utilize
CODA internally and include CODAﬁcation as part of the analysis and
disambiguation processes. Finally, attempts to convert Arabizi text into Arabic
script following the CODA guidelines was demonstrated by Eskander et al. (2014),
who achieved an accuracy of 83.8 % on this task.

4 Corpus collection
This section presents the process of collecting our Curras corpus’ PAL raw text.
Written resources for dialects in general are relatively scarce; unlike MSA that
dominates the written resources, as in the news media, education, science, and
books, DAs are used only in informal contexts, such as conversations in a TV series,
movies, and recently written DA started to emerge in social media platforms
(Facebook, Twitter, blogs, etc.). Although DA is used in informal contexts, DA
conveys socially powered commentary on different domains and topics, from
personal narratives to traditional folk literature (stories, songs, etc.). Finding and
collecting resources for PAL was a very difficult task. The high degree of spelling
variation resulting from lack of standard orthography, the existence of different subdialects, and common use of different writing scripts (Arabic vs. Arabizi) make DA
resources prone to significant noise and inconsistency, which challenges techniques
using query matching to identify dialectal text in the specific dialect of interest.
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Table 1 Statistics about the collected resources
Resource

Tokens (%)

Documents

Facebook

4852 (8.6)

35 threads

Twitter

4694 (8.3)

38 threads

Blogs

11,245 (19.8)

37 threads

Forums

1027 (1.8)

33 threads

Palestinian stories

3149 (5.6)

6 stories

Palestinian terms

1468 (2.6)

1 doc

TV Shows:  ﻭﻃﻦ ﻉ ﻭﺗﺮWatan Aa Watar

30,265 (53.4)

41 episodes

Total

56,700

190

In our Curras PAL corpus we focus on precision and variety rather than on mere
size. Our approach to collecting PAL content is described as follows:
●

●

●

Manually collect and review resources for PAL, then select and determine
suitable PAL content. The selection and reviewing of resources was performed by
native PAL speakers.
Cover a variety of contexts, subjects, and sub-dialects, including the social class
and gender of the speakers and writers. This is achieved through careful selection
of content from diverse resources reflecting different PAL contexts.
Ignore content that is heavily written in a mix of languages or a mix of other
dialects. We also do not include Arabizi PAL text.

The corpus data was collected from variety of resources, as described below.
Table 1 shows the number of tokens (including words, digits, and punctuations)
collected for each of the resources.
●

●

●

●

●

Facebook We investigated many Facebook pages and manually extracted PAL
content from different Palestinian pages, e.g., the page of ““ ”ﻳﻤﺎﺑﺪﻳﺶ ﺃﺗﺠﻮﺯMom, I
don’t want to get married”. We included status posts and comments that are
written in PAL. This represents about 8.6 % of our corpus.
Twitter We collected PAL content from tweets of different Palestinian accounts;
Tweets represent about 8.3 % of the corpus.
Blogs We obtained PAL content through analyzing a number of blogs, e.g., the
blog of ““ ”ﻋﺒﺪ ﺍﻟﺤﻤﻴﺪ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻃﻲAbdelhameed Alaaty’s”. We manually selected
appropriate content. Blogs represent 19.8 % of our corpus.
Forums We investigated the forum ““ ”ﺷﺒﻜﺔ ﺍﻟﺤﻮﺍﺭ ﺍﻟﻔﻠﺴﻄﻴﻨﻲThe Palestinian
Dialogue Network”. We carefully selected relevant PAL content to assure corpus
precision and diversity. This represents 1.8 % of our corpus.
Palestinian stories We collected a number of stories written in PAL from
different resources and forums, e.g., ““ ”ﻗﺼﺔ ﺳﻨﺪﺭﻳﻼThe Story of Cinderella”.
Stories of this kind are about 5.6 % of our corpus.
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ﺧﺭﺍﻓﻳﻪxrAfyh
w: ﺧﺭﺍﻓﻳﻪ
wB: xrAfyh
s: ﺧﺭﺍﻓﻳﺔ
sB: xrAfyp
L: xur~Afiy~ap
LMSA: qiS~ap
BWT: xrAfy/NOUN+p/NSUFF_FEM_SG
GP: (noun,na,na,f,s)
g: folktale
i: Annotator X
Fig. 1 Annotation of the word  ﺧﺮﺍﻓﻴﻪxrAfyh ‘folktale’

●

●

Palestinian terms We collected about 550 Palestinian terms and their meanings, e.
g., ““ ”ﺣﺎﻛﻮﺭﺓ = ﻗﻄﻌﺔ ﺃﺭﺽ ﺻﻐﻴﺮﺓHakura = a small piece of land”, from different
websites which enriched our corpus. Terms represent 2.6 % of our corpus.
TV Shows We were able to collect 41 episode scripts from a Palestinian TV show
called ““ ”ﻭﻃﻦ ﻉ ﻭﺗﺮWatan Aa Watar”. The show discusses, and provides satirical
critiques of, different topics of relevance to its Palestinian viewers about daily life
issues. The show’s importance stems from the fact that the actors use a variety of
Palestinian local dialects, hence enriching the coverage of the corpus. This TV
show provides about 53.4 % of our corpus.

5 Corpus annotation
This section presents the approach we used to annotate our Curras PAL corpus. First
we define the annotation metadata. Then, we describe the process and tools used for
annotating each word in context.
5.1 Annotation definition and metadata
By word annotation we mean adding metadata to a word in-context, including its
morphology, semantics, and other aspects. Figure 1 shows the word  ﺧﺮﺍﻓﻴﻪxrAfyh
‘folktale’ as an example of information associated with a word after being
annotated. We define an annotation as a tuple, of 10 tags:
hw; wB ; s; sB ; L; LMSA ; BWT; GP; g; ii;
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where:
1. w: Raw Word (in Unicode), the raw input word defined as a string of letters
delimited by white space and punctuation. The word is represented in Arabic
script (Unicode).
2. wB: Raw Word (in Buckwalter), the same raw input word w, but in the
Buckwalter transliteration (Buckwalter 2004; Habash et al. 2007).
3. s: Surface Word (in Unicode), the word w, but written in the CODA
Conventional Orthography (Habash et al. 2012a), and represented in Unicode.
See Sect. 6 below.
4. sB: Surface Word (in Buckwalter), the same as s, but written in the
Buckwalter transliteration.
5. L: Lemma (in Buckwalter) of w. The lemma is the citation form or dictionary
entry that abstracts over all inflectional morphology (but not derivational
morphology). The lemma is fully diacritized. It is defined for verbs as the past,
singular, masculine, 3rd person form of the verb; and for nouns is defined as the
masculine singular form of the noun or the feminine singular if no masculine
form exists (Buckwalter 2004; Habash et al. 2012b).
6. LMSA: MSA Lemma (in Buckwalter) of w. This is similar to L, but differs in
that the value must be the MSA translation of the word. For example, the
dialectal word ﻳﺮﻭﺡyrwH ‘he goes’ has the Lemma L  ﺭﺍﺡrAH ‘to go’, and the
MSA Lemma LMSA  َﺫَﻫﺐðahab (*ahab in Buckwalter transliteration).
7. BWT: Buckwalter POS Tag(in Buckwalter): the full POS tag, which specifies
all clitics, affixes and the stem, and assigns each a subtag. This representation
treats clitics as separate tokens and abstracts the orthographic rewrites they
undergo when cliticized. This representation is used in the BAMA, SAMA and
CALIMA analyzers, as well as the PATB and MADAMIRA. The Buckwalter
POS tags can be fully diacritized or undiacritized. Given the added complexity
of producing diacritized text manually by annotators, we opted at this stage to
only use undiacritized forms. See Habash (2010) for a detailed description of
this POS tag set and others.
8. GP: Grammatical Properties: GP consists of the following five feature-values
pairs:
● POS: Part-of-Speech of w is a coarse POS that does not specify any
inflectional features, e.g., verb or noun. This POS feature corresponds to the
pos feature in MADAMIRA and has 32 values (See Table 3).
● P: Person is the grammatical person of the verb; it can take one of four
values: 1 for first person, 2 for second person, 3 for third person, and na (not
applicable) if the word is not a verb.
● A: Aspect represents the time of the verb. It takes four values: i for
imperfective verbs, p for perfective verbs, and c for command verbs, and na
if the word is not a verb.
● G: Gender specifies the grammatical gender of the word. It takes three
values: m for masculine, f for feminine, and na in case this attribute is not
applicable to the word.
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N: Number represents the grammatical number of the word. It takes four
values: s for singular, d for dual, p for plural, and na when this attribute is
not applicable.
The gender and number features represent what is called functional
morphology, which may be different from the gender and number formbased morphology expressed in BWT. This captures phenomena such as the
irregular (broken) plurals in Arabic where the word may have a singular affix
but is actually plural, e.g.,  ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺍﻧﺴﺔAltwAnsħ ‘the Tunisians’ ends with the ħ
feminine singular morpheme but is a masculine plural word. For more
information on the issues of form and function in Arabic morphology, see
(Smrž 2007; Alkuhlani and Habash 2011).
9. g: Gloss is the English gloss, an informal semantic denotation of the lemma.
10. i: Analysis specifies of the source of the annotation. This could be the annotator
name, or the tool/database, e.g., SAMA, CALIMA, MADAMIRA, or combination of annotator name and SAMA, CALIMA, or MADAMIRA.
●

5.2 The annotation process and methodology
To facilitate and speed up the process of annotating a word, we made the following
decisions. First, we made a conscious decision to follow on the footsteps of previous
efforts for MSA and EGY annotation done at the LDC and Columbia’s Arabic
Dialect Modeling (CADiM) group in terms of guidelines for orthography
conventionalization and morphological annotation. This allows us to exploit
existing guidelines with only essential modifications to accommodate PAL and
produce annotations that are comparable to those done for MSA and EGY. This, we
hope, will encourage research in dialectal adaptation techniques and will make our
annotations more familiar and thus usable by the community.
Second, we exploited existing tools to speed up the annotation process. We
specifically used the MADAMIRA tool (Pasha et al. 2014) for morphological
analysis and disambiguation of MSA and EGY to create our initial annotations. Our
choice for using this tool is motivated by the assumption that MSA, EGY and PAL
share many orthographic and morphological features. This assumption was
validated by pilot experiments presented in (Jarrar et al. 2014) which showed that
MADAMIRA EGY returns correct analysis for about 78 % of the text.
Third, to further facilitate the annotation process, we used the DIWAN Dialect
Word Annotation tool (Al-Shargi and Rambow 2015). We collaborated actively
with the developers of DIWAN to extend the tool during the annotation of our
corpus, by providing constant feedback and making feature requests. DIWAN
provides a graphical user interface (see Fig. 2) for annotators to help in the manual
annotation process. At its core, DIWAN uses MADAMIRA as the morphological
analyzer and disambiguation tool for MSA and EGY. The user interface displays
information returned from MADAMIRA. DIWAN displays the different types of
metadata to the annotators, such as prefix, stem, suffix, lemma, gloss, etc., in drop
down lists, and allows the annotators to edit these fields. In addition, it allows the
annotators to search for and modify the analysis of a given word, from existing
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Fig. 2 DIWAN tool GUI

MSA and EGY annotations. We conducted an initial pilot annotation before
introducing DIWAN in our pipeline. Using DIWAN did not only help in speeding
up the annotation, but also in significantly reducing the number of errors and typing
mistakes that our annotators produced. We discuss some of the annotation
techniques we used in DIWAN in Sect. 7.
Two annotators (A1 and A2) annotated the corpus over a period of 1-year, part
time. A portion of the corpus was doubly annotated to allow us to measure interannotator agreement (see Sect. 8).
5.3 Corpus statistics
Out of the 56,700 token instances (16,416 unique types) collected, we annotated
55,960 tokens (98.7 %), corresponding to 16,018 (97.6 %) types. The rest of the
tokens were not annotated since they contained a lot of typos and many of them did
not make any sense. Table 2 shows the number of tokens and types for raw word,
surface, PAL lemma, MSA lemma, and gloss. The number of token instances is the
same obviously for all categories in the table. The number of raw word unique types
drops from 16,175 to 14,978 in the CODA compliant surface word. For example,
the two raw words  ﺍﺗﺼﻠﻮﺍAtSlwA and  ﺍﺗﺼﻠﻮAtSlw have the same CODA surface word
form  ﺍﺗﺼﻠﻮﺍAtSlwA ‘they called’. The additional drop in the number of unique
lemma types is due to the lemma’s abstraction over a number of inflected forms, e.
g., the surface words ﺑﻴﻘﻮﻟﻮﺍbyqwlwA ‘they say’,  ﻗﻠﻨﺎqlnA ‘we said’ and  ﻗﺎﻟﻬﺎqAlhA ‘he
said it’ allhave the same lemma:  ﻗﺎﻝqAl ‘to say’.
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Table 2 Number of tokens (instances) and types for different categories
Category

Tokens

Types

Raw word

55,960

16,175

Surface word

55,960

14,978

Lemma

55,960

7981

MSA lemma

55,960

8338

Gloss

55,960

10,189

Table 3 POS tag frequencies in Curras corpus
Tag

Frequency

Nouns (noun, noun_num, noun_quant)

19,574

Verbs (verb, verb_pseudo)

9386

Punctuations (punc)

9197

Adjectives (adj, adj_comp, adj_num)

3835

Prepositions (prep)

3299

Proper nouns (noun_prop)

3075

Pronouns (pron, pron_dem, pron_exclam, pron_interrog, pron_rel)

2641

Other particles (part, part_det, part_focus, part_fut,
part_interrog, part_neg, part_restrict, part_verb, part_voc)

2146

Conjunctions (conj, conj_sub)

1325

Adverbs (adv, adv_interrog, adv_rel)

953

Others (interj, abbrev)

529

The Curras corpus is available for browsing online at: http://portal.sina.birzeit.edu/curras/

Table 3 shows the frequencies of POS tags in our corpus. We can observe that the
most frequent tags in our corpus are the nominals (nouns, number nouns and
quantifier nouns).

6 Palestinian CODA guidelines
This section extends the CODA ِEGY guidelines to include the PAL specifics. These
extended guidelines are used to annotate each word in the corpus. As discussed
earlier, one of the main challenges when building a corpus for a dialect is the lack of
a conventional orthography or standard rules for writing in that dialect. The same
DA word may be written in different forms, e.g., the word ﺑﺮﺿﻪbrDh ‘also’ may be
written as ﺑﺮﺩﻭbrdw, ﺑﺮﺿﻮbrDw, ﺑﺮﺿﻮﺍbrDwA, or ﺑﺮﺩﻩbrdh. This creates a major
problem in the annotation process as an annotator has to take into consideration all
forms of a word, which is very difficult. To overcome this lack of standard
orthography, a solution was proposed to define guidelines for the written Arabic
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dialects, called CODA (Habash et al. 2012a). Current guidelines of CODA are
defined for Egyptian Arabic, and they are being extended to other dialects such as
Tunisian Arabic (Zribi et al. 2014) and Algerian Arabic (Saadane and Habash
2015). Extending CODA to PAL requires observing and finding variations in PAL
in terms of phonology, orthography, morphology, and lexicon. Next, we summarize
these observations and propose a set of extensions to cover PAL in CODA. The full
technical specification of our PAL CODA guidelines can be found in (Habash et al.
2016).
6.1 PAL observations and extensions to CODA guidelines
6.1.1 Etymological spelling of some root consonants
There are several sub-dialects within PAL that vary in terms of pronunciations of
some root consonants (urban, rural, Bedouin, and Druze). For example, the MSA
word  ﻗﻠﺐqlb ‘heart’ may receive four spellings that correspond to the four subdialectal pronunciations:  ﻗﻠﺐqlb /qalb/ ,  ﺃﻠﺐÂlb /’alb/ ,  ﻛﻠﺐklb /kalb/ , and  ﺟﻠﺐjlb /
galb/. The original CODA guidelines state that: if a word’s root is a cognate of an
MSA root, then the root radicals are written using the corresponding MSA root
radicals (this is only allowed for a specific set of consonant letters:  ﻕq,  ﺙθ,  ﺫð,ﺽ
D,  ﻅĎ, ﺹS and  ﻁT) (Habash et al. 2012a). As such all of the above variants must
be spelled as  ﻗﻠﺐqlb to be CODA-compliant. In PAL CODA, we needed to add the
consonant letter  ﻙk, which is pronounced as /tš/ in some rural dialects. We also
added
the
non-emphatic
variants
of
the
emphatic
consonants
( ﺽD,  ﻅĎ, ﺹS and  ﻁT) since they are made emphatic in some sub-dialects.
We provide in Table 4 a list of the possible variants for the extended PAL CODA
consonant list, together with a number of positive and negative examples.
6.1.2 Levantine Arabic clitics
PAL speakers use clitics that are neither standard MSA nor included within the
EGY CODA guidelines. We add the following PAL clitics to the CODA guidelines:
●
●

The demonstrative proclitic + ﻫـh+ ‘this’, e.g.,  ﻫﺎﻟﺒﻴﺖbhAlbyt ‘in this house’.
The conjunction proclitic +ﺗـt+ ‘so as to’, e.g., ﺗﻴﺸﻮﻑtyšwf ‘so that he can see’.

Additionally, we should note that some commonly attached clitics are required to
be separated in EGY CODA, and we follow them in PAL also. These include the
negation proclitic  ﻣﺎmA and the indirect object pronoun, which is written with the
preposition ﻝ+l+, e.g., the raw word  ﻣﺘﺤﻜﻴﻠﻬﺎﺵmtHkylhAš ‘don’t tell her’ should be
written in CODA as the three words  ﻣﺎﺗﺤﻜﻲ ﻟﻬﺎﺵmA tHky lhAš.
6.1.3 Initial Hamza
Hamzas (glottal stops) at the beginning of the base word (i.e., the part of a word
with no clitics attached) are written in different forms in dialectal content; some
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Table 4 Variations of letters in PAL
CODA

Non-CODA variants

ﻕq

‘ﺀﻙk

CODA examples

Non-CODA examples

 ﻃﺮﻳﻖTryq

 ﻃﺮﻱءTry’

ﺑﺮﺗﻘﺎﻥbrtqAn

ﺌﺎﻥ
ﺑﺮﺗbrtŷAn

 ﻗﺎﻝqAl

 ﻛﺎﻝkAl

ﻙk

ﺗﺶtš

 ﻛﻴﻒ ﺣﺎﻟﻚkyf HAlk

ﺗﺸﻴﻒ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﺶtšyf HAltš

ﺙθ

ﺱﺕﻁstT

 ﻛﺜﻴﺮkθyr

 ﻛﺘﻴﺮktyr

ﻅﺯﺩĎzd

ﺫð

 ﺍﻡ ﻛﻠﺜﻮﻡAm klθwm

 ﺍﻡ ﻛﻠﺴﻮﻡAm klswm

ﺛﻮﺭθwr

 ﻃﻮﺭTwr

 ﻛﺬﺏkðb

 ﻛﺰﺏkzb

 ﺫﻝðl

 ﺯﻝzl

ﺽﺩDd

ﻅﺯﺩĎzd

ﺑﻂ
 ﺿﺎDAbT

ﺑﻂ
 ﻇﺎĎAbT

ﻅﺯĎz

ﺽﺯﺫDzð

 ﻇﻞĎl

 ﺿﻞDl

ﺹﺱSs

ﺱﺹsS

 ﺻﺎﻗﻊSAqς

 ﺳﺎﻗﻊsAqς

ﻁﺕTt

ﺕﻁtT

 ﺍﻟﻠﻄﻒAllTf

 ﺍﻟﻠﺘﻒAlltf

 ﻓﺴﺘﺎﻥfstAn

 ﻓﺴﻄﺎﻥfsTAn

people write it as in MSA, others drop it, and some write it incorrectly (by
MSA standard). For example the proper name  ﺃﺣﻤﺪÂHmd ‘Ahmad’ might be
written as  ﺍﺣﻤﺪAHmd,  ﺇﺣﻤﺪǍHmd, or  ﺁﺣﻤﺪĀHmd. The form of this Hamza is tied
to a MSA spelling rule that distinguishes between Real Hamza and Hamzat-Wasl
( )ﻫﻤﺰﺓ ﺍﻟﻘﻄﻊ ﻭﻫﻤﺰﺓ ﺍﻟﻮﺻﻞbased on the contextual phonology of words. This rule was
used in EGY CODA as is. However, in our experience, it was hard to test and apply
this rule in PAL as many phonological variants were possible. As such, we decided
to relax this rule and allow Hamzas appearing at the beginning of the base word to
be replaced with a bare Alif ‘’ﺍ. Dropping the Hamza in this specific location will
not, in most cases, create any ambiguity. Effectively, we consider the Hamza in the
base word’s word-initial position as an optional diacritic variant (see Sect. 8.3).
6.1.4 Ta Marbuta
In PAL, there are different pronunciations of the Ta Marbuta (feminine singular)
morpheme ﺓ+ +aħ. For example, the word  ﻣﻌﻠﻤﺔmςlmħ ‘teacher [fem.sing.]” can be
written as  ﻣﻌﻠﻤﻪmςlmh or  ﻣﻌﻠﻤﻲmςlmy. Following the general CODA guidelines, we
always write the Ta Marbuta as ﺓ+ +aħ. Additional examples:
Non-CODA
ﺟﻤﻴﻠﻲ
ﺳﻴﺎﺭﻩ

jmyly
syArh

CODA
=[
=[

ﺟﻤﻴﻠﺔ
ﺳﻴﺎﺭﺓ

jmylħ
syArħ
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Table 5 Part of the PAL exceptional list
CODA

Non-CODA variants

English

mAnyš ﻣﺎﻧﻴﺶ

mnyš ﻣﻨﻴﺶ

I’m not

AHnA ﺍﺣﻨﺎ

ǍHnA ﺣﻨﺎﺇ

We

Anty ﺍﻧﺘﻲ

Ant Ǎnt ﺍﻧﺖ – ﺇﻧﺖ

You [2fs]

Antwﺍﻧﺘﻮ

AntwA ǍntwA Ǎntw ﺇﻧﺘﻮﺍ – ﺇﻧﺘﻮ- ﺍﻧﺘﻮﺍ

You [2p]

Arbςħ ﺑﻌﺔ
ﺍﺭ

Ârbςħ Arbςh Ârbςh ﺑﻌﻪ
 ﺃﺭ- ﺑﻌﻪ
 ﺍﺭ- ﺑﻌﺔ
ﺃﺭ

Four

rH ﺭﺡ

rAH ﺭﺍﺡ

Will [future particle]

hAðA ﻫﺎﺫﺍ

hAĎA hAdA hAð hAD hADA ﻫﺎﺿﺎ-ﻫﺎﺽ-ﻫﺎﺫ-ﻫﺎﺩﺍ-ﻫﺎﻇﺎ

This [ms]

jwA ﺟﻮﺍ

jwħ jwh ﺟﻮﺓ ﺟﻮﻩ

Inside

brDh ﺑﺮﺿﻮ

brDw brDwA brdh ﺑﺮﺿﻮﺑﺮﺿﻮﺍﺑﺮﺩﻫﻪ

Also

6.1.5 Epenthesis
All words ending with Consonant-Consonant (CC) clusters (that are not geminates)
allow for a CiC epenthesized pronunciation, e.g.,  ﻛﻠﺐ/kalb/ and ﻛﻠِﺐ/kalib/, ﺿﺮﺏ
َ /
Darb/ and ﺿِﺮﺏ
َ /Darib/, and َﻛَﺘْﺒﺖ/katabt/ and ﺒﺖ
ِ َﻛَﺘ/katabit/. Consonant clusters across
words are broken up with an epenthetic vowel ()ﺍﻟﻜﺴﺮ ﻟﻤﻨﻊ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﺎﺀ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﺍﻛﻦ. The vowel is
typically /i/, e.g., /ibn/+/bla:d/ =[ /ibni bla:d/. In CODA we consider the nonepenthetic version as the base and only write it.
6.1.6 Lexical exceptions list
We created an extensive list of PAL words that have exceptional spelling, or whose
CODA is not so obviously derivable given the rules. Table 5 includes some
examples from the list of lexical exceptions.
6.2 Examples of PAL text in PAL CODA
Table 6 shows two examples of how PAL CODA guidelines are applied to PAL
text.

7 Further annotation choices
While annotating our corpus using DIWAN (Al-Shargi and Rambow 2015), we
came across scenarios where we were able to exploit the orthographic and
morphological features shared between MSA, EGY, and PAL. In what follows, we
describe these scenarios and discuss how our annotations were made.
No analysis words One scenario is when a word has no analysis in DIWAN in its
raw word form; however, the annotator knows that this word has a similar word in
MSA or EGY for which DIWAN can return an analysis. This eases and speeds up
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She wore the dress and started running towards the castle then the prince saw her and fell in love with her, then they ran together and suddenly the
clock pointed to twelve so she started running and running and she dropped her shoe on the stairs.

lbst AlfstAn wrAHt jry ςAlqSr wšAfhA AlAmyr wHbhA wrkDwA swA wfjÂħ dqt AlsAςħ ATnςš wjrAy wSArt trmH w trmH wwqςt bAbwjhA ςAldrj.

ﺑﻮﺟﻬﺎ ﻋﺎﻟﺪﺭﺝ
ﻟﺒﺴﺖ ﺍﻟﻔﺴﺘﺎﻥ ﻭﺭﺍﺣﺖ ﺟﺮﻱ ﻋﺎﻟﻘﺼﺮ ﻭﺷﺎﻓﻬﺎ ﺍﻻﻣﻴﺮ ﻭﺣﺒﻬﺎ ﻭﺭﻛﻀﻮﺍ ﺳﻮﺍ ﻭﻓﺠﺄﺓ ﺩﻗﺖ ﺍﻟﺴﺎﻋﺔ ﺍﻃﻨﻌﺶ ﻭﺟﺮﺍﻱ ﻭﺻﺎﺭﺕﺗﺮﻣﺢ ﻭﺗﺮﻣﺢ ﻭﻭﻗﻌﺖﺑﺎ.

lbst AlfsTAn wrAHt jry ςAlkSr wšAfhA AlÂmyr wHbhA wrkDw sw wfjÂħ dkt AlsAςħ Tnςš wjrAy wSArt trmH w trmH wwkςt bbwjhA ςAldrj.

ﻭﺟﺮﺍﻱ ﻭﺻﺎﺭﺕﺗﺮﻣﺢ ﻭﺗﺮﻣﺢ ﻭﻭﻛﻌﺖﺑﺒﻮﺟﻬﺎ ﻋﺎﻟﺪﺭﻟﺒﺴﺖ ﺍﻟﻔﺴﻄﺎﻥ ﻭﺭﺍﺣﺖ ﺟﺮﻱ ﻋﺎﻟﻜﺼﺮ ﻭﺷﺎﻓﻬﺎ ﺍﻷﻣﻴﺮ ﻭﺣﺒﻬﺎ ﻭﺭﻛﻀﻮ ﺳﻮ ﻭﻓﺠـــــــــــﺄﺓ ﺩﻛﺖ ﺍﻟﺴﺎﻋﺔ ﻃﻨﻌﺸﺞ

I feel that on my wedding day my mother will say to me “take the garbage with you when you go out.”

AnA HAss Anh bywm ςrsy Amy rH tHky ly xð AlzbAlħ mςk wAnt TAlς

ﺑﺎﻟﺔ ﻣﻌﻚ ﻭﺍﻧﺖ ﻃﺎﻟﻊ
ﺍﻧﺎ ﺣﺎﺳﺲ ﺍﻧﻪﺑﻴﻮﻡ ﻋﺮﺳﻲ ﺍﻣﻲ ﺭﺡﺗﺤﻜﻲ ﻟﻲ ﺧﺬ ﺍﻟﺰ

ÂnA HAss Anw bywm ςrsy Âmy rAH tHkyly xd AlzbAlh mςk wAnt TAlς

ﺑﺎﻟﻪ ﻣﻌﻚ ﻭﺍﻧﺖ ﻃﺎﻟﻊ
ﺃﻧﺎ ﺣﺎﺳﺲ ﺍﻧﻮﺑﻴﻮﻡ ﻋﺮﺳﻲ ﺃﻣﻲ ﺭﺍﺡﺗﺤﻜﻴﻠﻲ ﺧﺪ ﺍﻟﺰ

The transliteration is provided under the example

English

PAL CODA

Raw spelling

Example 2

English

PAL CODA

Raw spelling

Example 1

Table 6 Examples of applying PAL CODA guidelines
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the annotation for no-analysis words. The following are more specific cases under
this scenario:
●

●

●

●

Word typos In some cases, a word may contain typographical errors that could not
have been intended by the writer. For example, the raw word  ﻓﻠﻄﺴﻴﻨﻲﬂTsyny
‘Paletsinian’ receives no analysis because it contains a typo. The annotator
changes the spelling to  ﻓﻠﺴﻄﻴﻨﻲﬂsTyny and is able to automatically fill all of the
annotation metadata correctly.
Speech effects It is not uncommon to find words spelled with elongated vowels
that may signal surprise or excitement. For example, the raw word ﻃﻮﻳﻴﻴﻴﻴﻴﻞ
Twyyyyyyl ‘loooooong’ receives no analysis. The annotator changes the spelling
to  ﻃﻮﻳﻞTwyl and is able to automatically fill all of the annotation metadata
correctly.
CODA non-compliant words For example, the raw word  ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺸﻴﻨﺔAlmstšynħ ‘the
poor one’ receives no analysis because it is not in a CODA compliant form. The
annotator changes the spelling to  ﺍﻟﻤﺴﻜﻴﻨﺔAlmskynħ and is able to automatically fill
all of the annotation metadata correctly.
Palestinian words Words that do not exist in EGY or MSA return no analysis in
DIWAN. Here, the annotator can annotate the word by filling each field in
DIWAN; or alternatively, the annotator can look for a MSA or EGY word that
has the same meaning and use it to automatically fill the metadata. The
annotator will still need to validate and change some of the metadata as needed.
For example, the PAL word  ﺳﺒﻴﻄﺎﺭsbyTAr ‘clinic’ can be replaced by the MSA
 ﻋﻴﺎﺩﺓςyAdħ, which is also a singular noun, although with different morphology.
The gloss would be automatically filled correctly and only minor changes are
needed.

Wrong analysis words Another interesting scenario is when DIWAN returns the
wrong analysis for a word. The first step is for the annotator to determine if the
correct analysis is available but not automatically selected. If the analysis is
available, the annotator selects and fills the metadata automatically. However, in
some cases, none of the available analyses are correct. Such cases require the
annotator to carefully inspect the word to determine the best way to fix it. Specific
cases include the following:
●

●

CODA non-compliant words These are PAL words that are not CODA-compliant,
but happen to match other MSA or EGY words. For example, the word  ﻛﺎﻝkAl
(CODA should be  ﻗﺎﻝqAl ‘he said’), can be wrongly analyzed by DIWAN as the
MSA verb for ‘measure’. The annotator changes the word to the CODA spelling
and is able to fill the metadata automatically after selecting the desired analysis.
Palestinian words PAL words that look like other words in EGY or MSA may be
helpful in filling some of the metadata, e.g., the PAL verb ﺗﺮﻣﺢtrmH ‘she ran’
returns the MSA verb meaning ‘she pierced’. Only some of the metadata needed
to be corrected in this case.
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8 Corpus evaluation
This section presents three evaluations: a quantitative evaluation in terms of interannotator agreement and accuracy, a qualitative evaluation of differences in
annotation produced by different annotators, and a detailed analysis of the CODA
annotations.
8.1 Quantitative evaluation
8.1.1 Metrics
We performed a quantitative evaluation measuring the accuracy of our annotators,
and their inter-annotator agreement (IAA). The accuracy of an annotator is defined
as the degree of correctness of the annotations done by this annotator compared to a
gold reference. We define a gold reference to be a set of annotations made and
agreed by experienced annotators. The degree of the IAA is determined using the
Kappa coefﬁcient, κ (Cohen 1960; Di Eugenio and Glass 2004). This coefficient
provides a good measure of agreement (Artstein and Poesio 2008) as it takes into
consideration the agreement by chance along the observed agreement. The Kappa
coefﬁcient κ is widely regarded as a measurement of IAA, and has been used by
several researchers to evaluate their work, such as the evaluation of the Irish
Treebank (Lynn et al. 2012), evaluation of Hindi Treebank (Gupta et al. 2010), and
evaluation of Basque corpus (Uria et al. 2009). In addition, it has been used as a
measure of annotators’ objectivity in different tasks; such as POS annotation
(Mieskes and Strube 2006), discourse annotation in the GNOME corpus (Poesio
2004), and word sense disambiguation (Bruce and Wiebe 1998; Véronis 1998). The
Kappa coefficient of measurement is defined as:
j¼

Po " P e
1 " Pe

ð1Þ

where Po is the observed agreement between annotators, and Pe is the expected
agreement “agreement by chance” defined as the agreement between annotators
obtained if they randomly assign tags while annotating. Pe is calculated as:
Pe ¼

Xn A q
1

q

i

%

n A2 q
1X
¼ 2
n A1 q % n A2 q
i q
i

ð2Þ

where n Ax q is the number of words to which annotator Ax assigned tag q. i is the total
number of annotated words.
8.1.2 Data
We selected three documents from our corpus, and asked two annotators (A1 and
A2) to annotate them independently. The two annotators are the same people who
annotated the whole Curras corpus. The three selected documents consist of 1529
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Table 7 Inter-annotator agreement, disagreement, and Kappa values for different fields
Category

Agreement

Disagreement

Observed agreement

Kappa

Complex-prefix

1471

58

96

0.93

Stem

1380

149

90

0.88

Complex-Suffix

1394

135

91

0.83

Surface (CODA)

1437

92

94

–

Lemma

1390

139

91

–

LemmaMSA

1268

261

83

–

Gloss

1345

184

88

–

POS

1389

140

91

0.88

Person

1484

47

97

0.92

Aspect

1506

23

98

0.96

Gender

1311

218

86

0.73

Number

1419

110

93

0.82

tokens (883 word types). After annotating the three documents, the two annotators
were asked to meet, review and discuss their annotations, and to come up with
verified and agreed annotations. These agreed annotations are then used as a gold
reference. The gold reference and both independent annotations can be found in
(Jarrar and Alrimawi 2015a). After that, we calculated the IAA by comparing both
annotations against each other. The accuracy of each annotator was also determined
by comparing it against the gold reference.
8.1.3 Results
Table 7 presents the inter-annotator agreement and Kappa values for different tags
(e.g., POS, stem, prefix, etc.). The common interpretation of the Kappa value, as
found in the literature (Landis and Koch 1977), segments the space between 0.0 and
1.0 into five equally distributed levels (0.2 width) corresponding to Slight, Fair,
Moderate, Substantial and Almost Perfect. An absolute 0.0 value means there is no
agreement. The categories complex-prefix and complex-suffix treat the multiple
prefixes or suffixes with the Buckwalter POS Tag (BWT), respectively, as a single
unit. The basic prefix/suffix categories are based on intersection over union of
choices made by the two annotators.
Our results illustrate that the obtained Kappa coefficient for all categories is
“almost perfect”, except for Gender that has a “substantial” Kappa value. This
reflects a high degree of inter-annotator agreement. The encountered disagreements
will be discussed in the following subsection. The lexical items (Surface, Lemma,
MSA Lemma and Gloss) are open classes, and as such we do not report Kappa for
them. For further information regarding the calculations of Kappa values see this
supplementary document (Jarrar and Alrimawi 2015b).
Table 8 shows the accuracy of each annotator, A1 and A2, which was obtained by
comparing each of them against the agreed gold reference. This comparison
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Table 8 Accuracy for annotators A1 and A2
Category

A1 accuracy

A2 accuracy

Complex-prefix

97.4

97.6

Stem

86.3

93.1

Complex-suffix

92.5

96.0

Surface (CODA)

90.8

97.8

Lemma

93.4

93.1

LemmaMSA

87.5

87.2

Gloss

74.6

80.9

POS

94.1

95.7

Person

97.8

98.8

Aspect

99.3

99.1

Gender

86.2

96.9

Number

94.8

96.8

illustrates a high accuracy and a considerable degree of matching between both
annotators and the gold reference. The low accuracy of the Gloss is due to simple
disagreements and to the fact that this was not a focus for our annotators, specially
that a gloss is an informal semantic denotation of a lemma. We report the numbers
here for completeness; and we plan to investigate further in the future.
8.2 Qualitative evaluation
Although our quantitative analysis results illustrate high agreement between our
annotators, there were some disagreements. We broadly classify the reasons of the
most frequent mistakes and disagreements into the following groups:
●

●

●

Unintended annotator mistakes In some cases the annotator mistakenly does not
follow the annotation guidelines, or does not understand the meaning of the word
in its context correctly. For example, the word  ﺍﺭﺟﻌﻠﻲArjςly was mistakenly
annotated as the imperfective verb meaning ‘I return to me’ by A1 while it should
have been the command verb ‘return to me!’.
Using DIWAN tool Although DIWAN provided great assistance by recommending annotations; however, this was also a source of errors, as the annotators
sometimes forgot to correct the suggested annotations. For example, to annotate
the PAL word  ﻋﺮﺽςrD ‘honor’, an annotator used the MSA  ﺷﺮﻑšrf but forgot to
fully edit all the metadata fields. Additionally, incorrect annotations were made
due to mistakes when writing in Buckwalter transliteration, such as writing xls
instead of xlS ‘enough’.
Semantic ambiguity In some instances, the two annotators had different
understandings of a word in a certain context, and both understandings are
possible.
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●

●

Foreign words In some infrequent cases, English words used in PAL (e.g.,
 ﺍﻻﻣﺒﺎﻻﻧﺲAlAmbAlAns ‘ambulance’) were tagged by A1 as a NOUN (correct), and
A2 as FOREIGN (incorrect).
MSA lemmatization Some words in PAL do not have exact equivalent words in
MSA, but they might be illustrated by a closely related MSA word, a phrase, or a
sentence to express their meaning. Such words cause disagreements between
annotators, since the exact meaning in the context and the tag that should be used
is not always clear. For example, the word  ﺍﺗﺎﺭﻳﻪAtaryh ‘it seems that he is …’ has
no direct equivalent word in MSA. Another example is the word  ﺗﻔﻮtfw
(onomatopoeia for spit), which the annotators puzzled on how to give it an MSA
lemma.

There were other minor disagreements related to missing one of the attributes (e.g.,
number or gender) when tagging a prefix or a suffix of a word, or having different
diacritics for the lemma or MSA lemma. For example, one of the annotators tagged
the suffix of the word  ﻓﻴﻜﻮfykw ‘in you [plural]’ as kw/PRON_2P while the other
annotator tagged it as kw/PRON_2MP. Moreover, the lemma of the word ﺗﺮﻏﻔﺔtrgfħ
‘loaves of bread’ was written by A1 as “riγiyf” while A2 wrote it as “raγiyf”, where
the only difference is in the diacritic as can be seen.
8.3 Analyzing CODA annotations
Recall that each word w in the corpus is re-written (i.e., transformed) into its surface
s, according to the PAL CODA guidelines. This subsection provides an analysis on
the use of these guidelines and the transformations made. Only 12.4 % of all words
in the Curras corpus were changed when the annotators created their surface CODA
form. This percentage suggests that the CODA guidelines are generally compatible
with the choices people naturally make when they write, even without the existence
of a standard orthography. The percentage is higher than the one reported for EGY
by Eskander et al. (2013) for exact matching (24.5 %), but lower than their Alif/Ya
normalized matching (10.3 %) (numbers reported here are on their blind test). This
may be due to the simplification of Hamza spelling in PAL CODA. In this section,
we present two sets of analyses of the kinds of spelling modifications our annotators
did as part of creating the CODA annotations. The first analysis is an automatic
analysis that classifies the character transformations; and the second is a more
nuanced manual analysis that allows us to get additional insights in the CODA
annotation task.
8.3.1 CODA character transformation statistics
To collect the CODA character transformation counts over the whole Curras corpus,
we make use of the commonly used statistical word alignment tool GIZA++ (Och
and Ney 2003); however, we apply it on the character level of pairs of raw and
CODA words. The character level alignments allow us to identify insertions,
deletions, and substitutions. See Fig. 3 for an illustrated example.
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Fig. 3 Character-level alignment
example. The underscore (_)
indicates added space

The results presented in Table 9 show a coarse-grained analysis of the CODA
modifications purely based on the observed character-level changes in the words.
The percentages provided are of the set of CODA transformations. The most
common CODA transformation has to do with the Hamza spelling. This is followed
by the separation of various clitics. Ta Marbuta spelling follows with a solid 10 %
plus. Transformations based on MSA root etymological spelling are also quite
prominent if counted collectively (at least over 8 %).
8.3.2 CODA word transformation classiﬁcation
To obtain a more fine-grained analysis of the CODA transformations, we selected a
random sample of 600 CODA-transformed words and manually categorized them in
three classes based on the reason for the transformation: (1) direct CODA guideline
application (CODA) (2) typos in the text (TYPO) or (3) errors in the gold
annotations (GOLD). Within each of these classes, we identified additional
subclasses. The CODA guideline transformations were classified into (a) morphological form transformation (MORPH), (b) MSA root radical etymological spelling
(ROOT), (c) pattern based spelling transformation (PATTERN), (d) splitting into to
two words (SPLIT), and (e) acceptable variations of CODA covering mostly the
Hamza at the beginning of the base word (CODA-VARIANT).
The TYPO transformations refer to CODA modifications that are not phonologically plausible as part of PAL. Within this scope, the typo corrections require
deeper analysis of what might have caused the error in the first place in order to be
able to classify it correctly. Typos that result from confusing a character with
another that has a similar shape, like  ﺡwith ( ﺥH with x), are classified as SHAPE.
Moreover, typos that result from mistakenly deleting a character of the word are
classified as DELETION. Typos that result from Hamza errors are classified as
HAMZA. And finally typos that result from mistakenly typing a wrong character
that is close to the correct character on the keyboard are classified as KEY, like
typing “ ”ﻡinstead of “( ”ﻙm instead of k), where the two keys are placed right next
to each other in the Arabic keyboard. Since a number of Arabic keyboard characters
share similar shapes and are also placed next to each other on the keyboard, KEY
only refers to characters with different shapes.
GOLD errors are transformations that should not have been done. We specifically
mark the subset of the GOLD transformations that are related to bad lexical
transformation as LEX. Finally, in some very rare occurrences, the alignment tool
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Table 9 Observed CODA character transformations
Modification phenomenon

Percentage

A ↔ Hamza

32.7

Examples
ttAxr → ttÂxr, ÂHky → AHky, Ǎsmς → Asmς
 ﺇﺳﻤﻊ←ﺍﺳﻤﻊ، ﺇﺣﻜﻲ←ﺍﺣﻜﻲ،ﺗﺘﺎﺧﺮ←ﺗﺘﺄﺧﺮ

Splitting words

12.2

qAltlh → qAlt_lh, mAntbhtš → mA_Antbhtš

h↔ħ

10.8

klmh → klmħ, ςlyħ → ςlyh

Inserting A

10

 ﻣﺎﻧﺘﺒﻬﺘﺶ← ﻣﺎ_ﺍﻧﺘﺒﻬﺘﺶ،ﻗﺎﻟﺘﻠﻪ ← ﻗﺎﻟﺖ_ﻟﻪ
 ﻋﻠﻴﺔ ← ﻋﻠﻴﻪ،ﻛﻠﻤﻪ ← ﻛﻠﻤﺔ
bqlk → bAqlk
ﺑﻘﻠﻚ ←ﺑﺎﻗﻠﻚ
Inserting y

7.2

ý ↔ y

4.6

bHky → byHky
ﺑﺤﻜﻲ ←ﺑﻴﺤﻜﻲ
tnAdý → tnAdy, mSTfy → mSTfý
 ﻣﺼﻄﻔﻲ ← ﻣﺼﻄﻔﻰ،ﺗﻨﺎﺩﻯ ←ﺗﻨﺎﺩﻱ

w↔h

4.4

šςrAtw → šςrAth

d→ð

2.4

yAxdk → yAxðk

k→q

2.3

AlkSħ → AlqSħ

t→θ

1.8

tlj → θlj

D ↔ Ď

1.5

bnDl → bnĎl, HAĎr → HADr

A→ħ

0.9

nmrA → nmrħ

ŷ → q

0.43

bnŷdr → bnqdr

H→x

0.37

bTyH → bTyx

Others

8.4

ﺷﻌﺮﺍﺗﻮ ← ﺷﻌﺮﺍﺗﻪ
ﻳﺎﺧﺪﻙ ←ﻳﺎﺧﺬﻙ
ﺍﻟﻜﺼﺔ ← ﺍﻟﻘﺼﺔ
ﺗﻠﺞ ←ﺛﻠﺞ
 ﺣﺎﻇﺮ ← ﺣﺎﺿﺮ،ﺑﻨﻀﻞ ←ﺑﻨﻈﻞ
ﻧﻤﺮﺍ ← ﻧﻤﺮﺓ
ﺌﺪﺭ ←ﺑﻨﻘﺪﺭ
ﺑﻨ
ﺑﻄﻴﺢ ←ﺑﻄﻴﺦ
tjςny → twjςny, lzyz → lðyð, yrDA → yrDý
ﻳﺮﺿﺎ ←ﻳﺮﺿﻰ، ﻟﺰﻳﺰ ← ﻟﺬﻳﺬ،ﺗﺠﻌﻨﻲ ←ﺗﻮﺟﻌﻨﻲ
mςwš → mςhwš, ytfy → yTfy
ﻳﺘﻔﻲ ←ﻳﻄﻔﻲ،ﻣﻌﻮﺵ ← ﻣﻌﻬﻮﺵ

we used (GIZA++) produced erroneous alignments; we classified these as ALIGNERROR.
Table 10 shows the results of the manual classification of the CODA
transformations. CODA guideline-based modifications take up the majority of the
transformations (86.54 %). CODA-MORPH and CODA-VARIANT are the two
biggest classes. TYPO corrections are large but not unexpected. Among these
errors, SHAPE cases are most common. The low rate of GOLD errors (2.8 %) is
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Table 10 CODA transformation classifications
Classification

Transformations
based on CODA
Guidelines

Typo Corrections

Gold Errors
Other

Examples

Percentage

Total
(%)
86.54

CODA-MORPH

 ﺍﻟﻤﺪﺭﺳﺔ ← ﺍﻟﻤﺪﺭﺳﻪAlmdrsh → Almdrsħ

36.67

CODA-VARIANT

 ﺍﺭﺟﻊ ← ﺇﺭﺟﻊǍrjς → Arjς

25.2

CODA-ROOT

ﺗﻘﻮﻟﻲ ←ﺗﻜﻮﻟﻲtkwly → tqwly

13.27

CODA-SPLIT

ﻟﻲ_ ﻗﻠﺖ ← ﻗﻠﺘﻠﻲqltly → qlt_ly

10.33

CODA-PATTERN

ﻳﺎﺩﻭﺏ ←ﻳﺪﻭﺏydwb → yAdwb

0.67

TYPO-SHAPE

 ﺍﻟﺨﺎﺭﺝ ← ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺝAlHArj → AlxArj

5.67

TYPO-DELETION

 ﺩﺍﻳﻤﺎ ← ﺩﻳﻤﺎdymA → dAymA

2.83

TYPO-HAMZA

 ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺄﻟﺔ ← ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺎﻟﺔAlmsAlħ → AlmsÂlħ

1.5

TYPO-KEY

 ﻛﺒﻴﺮﺓ ← ﻃﺒﻴﺮﺓTbyrħ → kbyrħ

0.33

GOLD-ELSE

 ﻭﺣﺼﺎﻧﺔ ← ﻭﺣﺼﺎﻧﻪwHSAnh → wHSAnħ

1.80

GOLD-LEX

 ﻋﺮﺽ ← ﺷﺮﻑςrD → šrf

1.00

ﺑﺎﻟﻌﺰﺍ ←ﺑﺎﻟﻔﺰﺁbAlfzĀ → bAlςzA

0.33

ALIGN-ERROR

10.33

2.80
0.33

aligning Ā with ς

reassuring about the quality of the annotations and is consistent with the results
presented in the previous two subsections.

9 Conclusion and future work
In this paper we presented Curras, the first annotated corpus for the Palestinian
Arabic dialect. We described the various challenges we faced and solutions we took
to produce balanced corpus of Palestinian Arabic, consisting of 55,960 tokens
annotated with rich morphological and semantic information. While identifying text
sources and managing the balance of corpus documents was a challenge, we were
able to exploit many exiting resources and tools developed for MSA and other
dialects, particularly Egyptian Arabic. We extended existing guidelines for
Conventional Orthography of Dialectal Arabic to handle Palestinian Arabic. We
also exploited tools for morphological analysis and disambiguation, such as
MADIMARA. The use of these resource significantly helped us bootstrap our
annotation effort. The challenge of finding good annotators and training them is not
much different than any other annotation project in principles, but we believe that
working on a primarily spoken dialect required more effort in training than if we
were working on MSA annotations. Still, the evaluation of our annotators’
performance shows a high degree of consistency and agreement. The Curras corpus
is available for downloading and browsing online at: http://portal.sina.birzeit.edu/
curras.
In the future, we plan to increase the size of our corpus to cover more of the
various domains it contains, and target additional sub-dialects. We also plan to use
this corpus to develop morphological analyzers and disambiguation systems for
Levantine Arabic. Most importantly, we are currently working on linking the corpus
with the Arabic Ontology (Jarrar 2006, 2011), which is a WordNet-like resource
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(Miller et al. 1990) for Arabic, but with richer and more ontologically clean content.
Each lemma in the corpus will be linked with its concept in the ontology. In this
way the corpus will be enriched in different ways. Synonyms, glosses and other
semantic features and relationships will also be automatically inherited from the
ontology. This will enable us to additionally build an English-MSA-PAL lexicon.
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